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System for Higher Education in Algeria 

 
 
Algerian Arabic Translation: 

 
� :س�  .../.-م ا"+*()' ا"!%&% $# ا"! ا
/F G(H-ش /D%ر"B): C ا"7.-م ه?ا وLMD ... -7+A ال، و ه?<LMD!%&% :7%ه' و8% ا"7.-م ت-ع ذروك، ا" ا"!%&% :ع

� :-L(M وN :-م، :-L(M ا&K و ا"%آ+Iرا<(+Hج-P"و آ-ن :7%/- ا L(7س SFار T/IH(" L&-ذروك :7%ه' ه?ا . آ-ن آ
F-ش واM %8# . ع "IروبXYZ :(H8 B-ب ا"7.-م ت-ه?< ")IHسL .  تLP سLMDL(7 ت-ع systèmeاله?ا ا"7.-م 

�ج LM ا"!-DF [*M?ا ال]+&système اف F آ-/)] _/I`& -M ا $# ا"[-رج�a& وح��ج &c(M #Yd-ل &]+& #M ،ه?ا 
 ")T/IH ت(G س7)L، آ-&L ا"k*l ت-ع NخIر ”LMD ،:“LاN-M ه?ا ال . و XYZ ا"7.-م آ)g آ)g. ا"FI*f-ت

T/IH ه?< ت(G س7)L و F LM*% ا"P-س+)� ه' &*)D" Im- ا"P-س+)� وN N"). اNداب، آ-&L اn:Nم اN"# و ا"km و آ(_
L(7س G)را< تI+و ا"%آ L(M-: #ه ��، ا"P-س+)(+Hج-P"ه?<. ا p()M و L(7س LPت #$ nMا . L(7س LPا ت�a& �وا8% آ-ن &%&

[*M-!"ا #$ K:-ت GسId"ا Ba)& ،Ba)& در-A K:-را< تI+ا"%آ XP`& ع-A .-8 Xآ B): [*M-!"ص] و $# اnd" Ba)& #M ل
[r()M [f)]"ا ،[r()M [*M-!"ا #$ K:-ت .  

 
 
English translation: 

 
S: —the new Algerian educational system— 
A: Today, we have the new [educational system] of LMD. The LMD— I forgot to tell 
you: the system during my time was that you have the licence1 for four years, then the 
master’s for two years – or one – for two years, I believe – and then the doctorate. 
Nowadays they have this system of LMD, which is eight years and this system is sort of 
based on the European system. This is so that, when one graduates from university 
through this system and would want to go abroad, he would not have as many challenges. 
They are sort of the same systems [now]. So, this LMD system, you have the “L” for 
licence for three years—and there are divisions of humanities, there is computer science, 
medicine and other things. So, the licence for three years and then there’s the master’s –
some call it a master’s or a magister – and it is for two years, and then the doctorate for 
three years. So, you finish in eight years, which is great. One could study for eight years 
and finish his doctorate; he could easily find a position for his postdoctoral at a 
university. And of course, if someone finds a place for himself at a university, it is good 
because they pay well.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Licence: A French term for the degree of higher studies following the baccalauréat and preceding a 
master’s degree, generally equivalent to a bachelor’s degree in the U.S.A.   
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